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Highly oriented single-crystalline ferromagnetic Co nanowire (NW) arrays were synthesized on sapphire

substrates via a single-step chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. On an m-cut sapphire substrate,

Co NWs were vertically grown in epitaxial relationship with the substrate without using any catalysts or

templates. On an r-cut sapphire substrate, Co NWs were horizontally grown in two perpendicular

directions. Furthermore, we report that the Co NWs were transformed into Co3O4 nanotubes by thermal

annealing under dilute O2 conditions. Such formation of hollow structures is ascribed to favored outward

diffusion of Co ions. The present vertically aligned arrays of single-crystalline Co NWs could be utilized

for advanced magnetic memory applications owing to their uniform orientations.
Introduction

Metal nanowires (NWs) that are ferromagnetic at room
temperature have played important roles in diverse applications
of nanoelectronics and nanospintronics.1–5 In the fabrication of
NW devices, while the bottom-up approach is simpler in
synthesis procedures as well as capable of producing NWs with
more diverse compositions than the top-down approach, it
requires technologies to integrate as-grown materials into the
desired platform.6 Well-ordered ferromagnetic NW arrays can
be utilized for high-density magnetic information storage.1,4 In
order to drive these ferromagnetic NWs into efficient device
components, it is also critical to form single-crystalline NWs
because the crystallinity of ferromagnetic NWs can signicantly
affect both the behavior of the magnetic domain wall inside the
NW and subsequent implementation of the reliable device.7

Therefore, it is highly desirable to synthesize single-crystalline
Co NWs in a specic orientation for future high-density
magnetic recording devices and magnetic sensors.
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So far, the most common and well-studied technique for the
synthesis of Co NWs has been the electrodeposition method
based on a template having anisotropic channels such as
anodic aluminum oxide (AAO), polycarbonate, and diblock
copolymers.8–13 However, these methods require complex multi-
step template preparation as well as post-synthesis NW puri-
cation processes. It is also rather difficult to synthesize single-
crystalline NWs by these methods. Recently, Liakakos et al.
reported direct epitaxial vertical growth of hexagonal close-
packed (hcp) Co NWs on a metal lm by reduction of the
coordination compound in the solution phase,14 which was
much more effective than previous methods. In these solution-
based synthesis methods, vertically grown NWs aggregate into a
bundle form as the solvent evaporates, making it rather hard to
fabricate independent memory units of individual NWs.

Herein, we report epitaxial growth of Co NW arrays in vertical
orientation on a sapphire substrate by a single-step chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) method without using any templates. The
CVD method only requires suitable substrates and precursors
without template materials. It made possible synthesis of many
useful single-crystalline metal NWs including Ni, Au, Pd, and
AuPd cost-effectively with simple preparation steps.15,16 Further-
more, He et al. produced ultrathin Pb NWs in 6 nm pores of SBA-
15 mesoporous silica substrates by the CVD method.17 This
approach provides a simple synthesis process of aligned arrays of
single-crystalline Co NWs. The single-crystallinity and ferromag-
netism of Co NWs were conrmed by electron diffraction and
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measure-
ment, respectively. Furthermore, as-synthesized Co NWs can be
transformed into Co3O4 nanotubes through thermal annealing in
the presence of dilute O2. It is anticipated that the aligned arrays
of single-crystalline and ferromagnetic Co NWs could be quite
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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valuable for the development of advanced magnetic memory
applications by integration of nanomaterials. Subsequently
fabricated Co3O4 nanotubes can be utilized as heterogeneous
catalysts, gas sensors, and electrochromatic devices.18–20
Experimental
Synthesis of Co NWs

We synthesized Co NWs in a 1 inch diameter quartz tube using
a horizontal hot-wall single/dual zone furnace (ESI, Fig. S1a†).
The setup was equipped with pressure and mass ow control-
lers. The upstream (US) zone and downstream (DS) zone were
used for vaporization of the precursor and NW growth, respec-
tively. Anhydrous CoCl2 beads (0.05 g, 99.9% purity, Sigma-
Aldrich) in an alumina boat used as Co precursors were placed
at the center of the US heating zone. Prior to the start of the
deposition, all Al2O3 substrates were cut by a diamond cutter to
a 5� 5 mm2 size, cleaned with acetone in an ultrasonic bath for
10 min, and then dried under nitrogen gas. The Co NWs grew
on a rectangular Al2O3 substrate placed on carbon powder
(99.9% purity, Alfa), which was located at �12 cm downstream
from the precursors. The US zone and DS zone were then heated
at 670 and 950 �C, respectively, for a reaction time of 10 min
with Ar ow at 200 sccm, while the chamber pressure was
maintained at 760 Torr during the reaction. No catalyst or
template was used. The as-synthesized vertical Co NWs are not
easily removed from the substrate due to their epitaxial rela-
tionship with the substrate. To prepare a TEM sample, we could
disperse some vertical Co NWs in ethanol by ultrasonication for
tens of minutes.
Transformation from Co NWs into Co3O4 nanotubes

For fabrication of Co3O4 nanotubes, as-synthesized Co NWs
grown on the Al2O3 substrate were placed at the center of the
heating zone in the same furnace system (ESI, Fig. S1b†). NW
crystal transformation was carried out at 250–600 �C at a ow rate
of 250 sccm of 20% O2/Ar at atmospheric pressure for 10–30 min.
Characterization

The XRD pattern of the specimen was recorded on a Rigaku D/
max-rc (12 kW) diffractometer operating at 30 kV and 60 mA
with ltered CuKa radiation. Field emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM) images of Co NWs were collected on a
Phillips XL30S and Nova 230. Transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) images, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images,
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns, energy-
dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) and electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) spectra were recorded on a JEOL JEM-
2100F TEM operating at 200 kV. Aer the nanostructures were
dispersed in ethanol, a drop of the solution was placed on a
carbon lm coated copper grid for TEM analysis. For the cross-
section TEM study of Co NWs and the interface between the
sapphire substrate and the Co NW, a cross-section was sliced
and thinned using a focused ion beam (FIB). The temperature
and eld dependences of the magnetization were measured by
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
using a commercial SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design,
MPMS7).

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of as-synthesized NWs in vertical orientations on a large
area of substrate. The Co NW arrays were successfully synthe-
sized on anm-cut (10�10) sapphire substrate via the CVDmethod
using a furnace without the catalyst and template, and have
diameters of 100–250 nm and lengths of several mm. The
magnied 45� tilted-view SEM images in Fig. 1b and the inset
show that the NWs have clear facets and are well-aligned on a
substrate as marked by the yellow dashed lines. The inset image
illustrates a at tip and rectangular cross-section of the NWs.
The top-view SEM image of the NWs (Fig. 1c) for the same
region in Fig. 1b conrms again that as-synthesized NWs have
rectangular cross-sections (see the red circles). Small spherical
Co particles are also synthesized on the substrate in addition to
vertical Co NWs. It has been reported that the diameter of FeSi
NWs could be controlled in a wide range by adjusting the
amount of Si precursor.21 Similarly, we anticipate that the
diameter of Co NWs can be controlled through the adjustment
of reaction conditions such as the amount of CoCl2 precursor as
well as their temperature, and that this diameter control could
play a major role in sensing based applications.

The XRD pattern of vertically grown NW arrays indicates that
face-centered cubic (fcc) Co with a lattice constant of 3.544 Å
(space group Fm3m, JCPDS card no. 15-0806) is the only phase
present except for sapphire substrate peaks (ESI, Fig. S2†).
Indeed, it is well-known that Co has two kinds of phases.22

While the hcp Co structure is more stable than fcc Co at
room temperature, Co with the fcc phase also exists at room
temperature depending on the synthesis conditions since the
energy difference of two structures is not quite large. Thus many
Co nanostructures can have the fcc structure or mixed struc-
tures of hcp and fcc at room temperature.23

TEM investigation shows that rough oxide layers are formed
on the surface of as-synthesized Co NWs presumably due to
immediate surface oxidation.24,25 Diffraction spots from the Co
single-crystal appear as multiple spots by the thin crystalline
oxide layer on the NW surface (inset of Fig. 2a). Analysis of the
spots marked by arrows indicates that the NW has the fcc Co
phase with the [100] growth direction. The high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) image in Fig. 2b exhibits that the oxide layer is crys-
talline with a thickness of 5–10 nm indicated by yellow dashed
lines. Nonuniform lattice fringes in the core region of the NW
(Fig. 2b) are also due to the presence of a crystalline oxide layer.
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line prole analysis
shows that Co atoms are evenly distributed over the whole
diameter of the NW, whereas O atoms are more highly
concentrated in the outer region than the inner region of the
NW (Fig. 2c). Such distribution of O atoms is consistent with the
fact that as-synthesized Co NWs are covered with thin oxide
layers. Cobalt oxide typically has three different compositions,
CoO, Co2O3, and Co3O4, among which CoO and Co3O4 are more
stable.26 The chemical compositions of oxides in the NW surface
J. Mater. Chem. C, 2015, 3, 100–106 | 101
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Fig. 1 SEM images of arrays of vertical Co NWs obtained by chemical
vapor deposition on anm-cut sapphire substrate. (a) 45� tilted-view of
NW arrays. (b) Magnified 45� tilted-view and (c) top-view images of the
same region. The inset in (b) is a magnified image of a NW displaying
the tip shape. Co NWs with a rectangular cross-section (red circles in
(c)) were well-aligned on a substrate as marked by the yellow dashed
lines. The scale bar in the inset of (b) is 500 nm.

Fig. 2 TEM images of Co NWs vertically grown on m-cut sapphire
substrates. (a) Representative TEM image and SAED pattern (inset).
Analysis of the spots marked by arrows indicates that the NW has the
fcc Co phase with the [100] growth direction. (b) HRTEM image shows
that the NW is covered by an�5 nm thick crystalline cobalt oxide layer
(yellow dashed line). (c) EDS line profile of a Co NW. Atomic
percentages of Co and O elements in the NW are shown as blue and
red lines, respectively, along the short axis of the NW. (d) EELS spec-
trum of an oxide layer on the outer surface of a Co NW, revealing that
the shell is composed of CoO. (e) Cross-sectional TEM image of a Co
NW cut perpendicular to the growth direction. (f) HRTEM image of the
pink square in (e) and the FFT pattern (inset image). (g and h) SAED
patterns of a Co NW cross-section along the zone axes of [100] (g) and
[1�30] (h).
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were measured by EDS at ve points on the NW surface (ESI,
Fig. S3†), showing that the Co : O atomic ratio is close to 1 : 1
near the outermost surface and suggesting the structure of CoO.
There might be a minor error in the oxygen EDS signal due to
natural oxidation of the Cu grid.

The electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurement
of as-synthesized Co NWs reveals the chemical bonding state of
cobalt oxide over the NW surface (Fig. 2d). L3 and L2 peaks
detected from the rst transition-series metal elements are
sensitively affected by the oxidation state of metals, and we can
determine the oxidation state of Co in an oxide shell by
comparing the area of these two peaks. L3 and L2 peaks have an
area of 1.94 � 106 and 6.35 � 105, respectively, with an area
ratio of 3.04. This value is closest to that of CoO among Co3O4
102 | J. Mater. Chem. C, 2015, 3, 100–106
(2.43), CoO (2.90), and Co (3.77), and thus it is most likely that
the chemical composition of the cobalt oxide layer is mainly
CoO.27

Ferromagnetic Co NWs covered with the antiferromagnetic
CoO layer can show the exchange bias effect at the interface by
coupling of two materials. In this study, however, such a
phenomenon was not observed in the hysteresis loop because
the diameter of Co NWs (100–250 nm) is large compared to the
thickness of the CoO layer (5–10 nm).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 4 Magnetic properties of Co NW arrays. (a) Plot ofM as a function
ofH at 5 and 300 K, respectively. The inset shows loops on an enlarged
scale. (b) Plot ofM as a function of T at an applied field of 500 Oe. The
pink and blue squares represent the FC and ZFC data, respectively.

Fig. 3 (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of a vertically grown Co NW cut
parallel to the growth direction (see the dashed pink line in the inset).
(b) HRTEM image of the interface between a NW and substrate of the
yellow square in (a). (c and d) FFT patterns of the NW and substrate,
respectively.
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The crystallinity of Co NWs was investigated by cross-
sectional TEM analysis aer vertically grown NWs were trans-
ferred onto a silicon substrate by pressing and then sliced and
thinned by the focused ion beam (FIB) technique. To protect the
sample from the ion beam during milling, a Pt layer was
deposited on the desired region by using FIB gas injection prior
to ion milling. The low-resolution TEM image in Fig. 2e shows
that the cross-section of the NW is a rectangle, consistent with
the observation by SEM. An oxide layer is clearly observed in
Fig. 2e and f. Fig. 2f is a magnied HRTEM image of the pink
square region in Fig. 2e and displays uniform and clear lattice
fringes of a Co NW. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern
(Fig. 2f, inset) and SAED patterns (Fig. 2g and h), observed at
different zone axes, demonstrate that the Co NWs are defect-
free single-crystalline and vertically grow along the [100] direc-
tion, and the side and top facets are all {100}.

Fig. 3a shows the cross-sectional TEM image of a vertical Co
NW grown on anm-cut sapphire substrate, cut perpendicular to
the substrate along the pink dashed line (in the inset). The
upper part of the NW was damaged by ion milling during
sample preparation. Fig. 3b is a HRTEM image of the interface
between the NW and the substrate (see the yellow square in
Fig. 3a), and Fig. 3c and d show the FFT patterns of the NW and
substrate, respectively. Analysis of the HRTEM image and FFT
patterns reveals that the epitaxial relationship between the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
vertical Co NW and the m-cut sapphire substrate is (200) Co//
(1�100) Al2O3. At the interface, the lattice mismatch between the
h020i direction of Co and the h11�20i direction of Al2O3 is 24.6%
and that between the h001i direction of Co and the h0001i
direction of Al2O3 is 17.8%. In a domain matching epitaxy, ve
layers of Co are matched with three layers of Al2O3 along the Co
h020i direction with only a 0.56% mismatch, and ve layers of
Co are matched with four layers of Al2O3 along the Co h001i
direction with 2.8% mismatch. While the growth of Co NWs
through electrodeposition using a template with anisotropic
channels has been intensively studied,8–13 direct synthesis of
ordered Co NWs on the substrate has been quite rarely
reported.14

To make these Co NWs more applicable to 3-dimensional
magnetic memory devices, both uniform homogeneity and
higher density are required. Since the vertical NW growth
propensity is mostly provided by direct impingement to the
substrate from the vapor, to increase the density of vertical
NWs, it is needed to increase the impingement rate to the
substrate from the vapor, in other words, the density of the Co
atoms in the vapor. Further optimization can be achieved
J. Mater. Chem. C, 2015, 3, 100–106 | 103
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Fig. 5 (a and b) TEM images of the Co@CoO core–shell NW structure synthesized at 250 �C for 30 min. (c) EDS spectrum of the shell part
showing that the atomic composition ratio is Co : O � 1 : 1. (d and e) TEM images of a Co3O4 nanotube obtained at 600 �C for 10 min. (f) STEM
image and EDS line profiles along the blue dashed line, indicating the Co3O4 composition of the nanotube. (g) A schematic of the formation
process of a Co3O4 nanotube from Co NW during thermal annealing under dilute O2 conditions.
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through control of experimental parameters, such as substrate
temperature, vapor ux of Co, chamber pressure, and furnace
heating rate. In addition, since it is known that the Co epitaxial
thin lm can be grown in either the fcc phase or the hcp phase
on a sapphire substrate depending on the substrate tempera-
ture, we expect that hcp-structured Co NWs having a higher
magnetic crystalline anisotropy could also be obtained at higher
substrate temperature than currently used for the synthesis of
fcc-structured Co NWs.28

Interestingly, horizontal Co NWs aligned in two directions
were synthesized when an r-cut (1�102) sapphire was employed
as a substrate instead of an m-cut sapphire while other experi-
mental conditions were kept the same (ESI, Fig. S4†). We found
that the as-synthesized horizontal Co NW has an hcp crystal
structure unlike a vertical Co NW. The horizontal Co NWs have
a hexagonal cross-section and an oxide layer at the surface, and
grow along the [0001] direction. Furthermore, Co NWs pos-
sessing several twin planes as well as twin-free NWs were
synthesized at the same time with stacking faults observed in
104 | J. Mater. Chem. C, 2015, 3, 100–106
both NWs. The two orientations of the horizontal NWs
perpendicularly crossing on an r-cut sapphire substrate could
be explained as follows. Fine lattice match is retained when the
Co lattice is rotated by 90� with respect to the favorable
substrate lattice. It is well-known that the interfacial energy
between the NW and the substrate varies depending on the
crystal orientation of the substrate and the atomic distribution
matching, and consequently may affect the growth orientation
and crystal structure of the Co NWs.29 A detailed analysis of the
mechanism is currently in progress.

Magnetic properties of vertical Co NW arrays on a sapphire
substrate were examined by using a SQUID magnetometer.
Fig. 4a shows magnetic eld-dependent magnetization (M–H)
curves measured at 5 and 300 K. The twoM–H curves exhibit the
hysteresis loop with a coercive eld (HC) of approximately 180
and 120 Oe at 5 and 300 K, respectively. The temperature-
dependent magnetization (M–T) curves measured aer eld
cooling (FC) and zero-eld cooling (ZFC) under a 500 Oe
magnetic eld are indicated in Fig. 4b. TheM–T curves obtained
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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in a temperature range from 5 to 370 K show nonzero magne-
tization up to room temperature in both FC and ZFC
measurements. The hysteresis loop and M–T curves reveal that
as-synthesized Co NWs are ferromagnetic at room temperature,
which is consistent with Curie temperature (TC) reported in
bulk Co (�1388 K).30

Co NWs were transformed into Co3O4 nanotubes by thermal
annealing at 250–600 �C under 20% O2 conditions for 10–30
min. TEM results for the nanostructures obtained from the
reaction at 250 �C for 30 min are shown in Fig. 5a–c. While the
oxide layer thickness of as-synthesized Co NWs in Fig. 1 was
about 5 nm, that of thermally oxidized NWs increased to �16
nm (see the low- and high-resolution TEM images in Fig. 5a and
b). The EDS spectrum (Fig. 5c) of a shell region of NW in Fig. 5b
reveals that the Co : O atomic ratio is 47.3 : 52.8%, close to 1 : 1.
Other peaks were attributed to Si, Cu and C from the EDS
detector and TEM grid. When we increase the annealing
temperature to 400 �C, the oxide shell thickness further
increased to �50 nm aer 10 min reaction time (ESI, Fig. S5†).
When the Co NWs were annealed at 600 �C for 10min, they were
converted to nanotubes (Fig. 5d–f). The HRTEM image in Fig. 5e
indicates that the nanotube is polycrystalline, consisting of
multiple crystalline layers. The clear contrast of the scanning
TEM (STEM) image (Fig. 5f) demonstrates again the nanotube
morphology, in which the inside is empty along the longitu-
dinal direction. TEM-EDS line prole analysis shows that the
atomic composition of this nanotube is Co : O ¼ 36.7 : 63.2.
Because stable compounds of cobalt oxide are CoO and Co3O4,
it is likely that the nanotubes have crystal structures of Co3O4.
The EDS result (Fig. 5f) indicates that Co and O elements as
marked by pink and cyan lines, respectively, have a constant
Co : O ratio and the nanostructure has a hollow structure.

Transformation of Co NWs into Co3O4 nanotubes, inferred
from the TEM results, occurred by the thermal annealing
process following the scheme in Fig. 5g. First, Co is gradually
oxidized into CoO from the surface of the NW by heating under
dilute O2 conditions at an early stage of annealing, forming a
Co@CoO core–shell NW with an oxide layer of tens of nano-
meters (Fig. 5a and S5†).31,32 The formation of cobalt oxide
nanotubes can be explained by the nanoscale Kirkendall effect,
which is attributed to the difference in diffusion rates between
the cation and anion.33 Since the outward diffusion of Co is
much faster than inward diffusion of O in the oxide layer, a
tendency to form interior nanocavities is incurred at the inter-
face of Co/oxide.34 CoO is nally further oxidized to Co3O4. Such

an oxidation process of Co
�����!O2ðgasÞ CoO

�����!O2ðgasÞ Co3O4 has been
well observed in thin Co foil and Co nanoparticles.31,32
Conclusions

We have reported for the rst time the epitaxial growth of
single-crystalline Co NWs individually aligned in the vertical
direction on m-cut sapphire substrates via a rapid and versatile
CVD method without employing any catalysts or templates.
Horizontal Co NWs are grown on r-cut sapphire substrates.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that Co3O4 nanotubes could be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
readily fabricated by thermal annealing of Co NWs via CoO as
an intermediate material under dilute O2 conditions. It is
anticipated that well-aligned single-crystalline Co NW arrays
can be utilized as valuable materials including development of
advanced magnetic memory applications. Additionally, Co3O4

nanotubes are potentially applicable to catalyst and sensing
devices.
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